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Understanding (Maintenance) Questions (* mandatory) 

Read the following maintenance activities. Please choose the most appropriate answer 

based on your knowledge of the design of the Fitness Center App. 

 

19. The machines of the gym have sensors that collect data on the performance of the 

member. The performance data are sent via Bluetooth to the phone of the member 

who can visualize these data. How would you update the design to accommodate this 

change? * 

Mark only one oval. 

o Each Machine should have one Sensor, the Sensor collects data on the 

performance. The data are sent to the PerfromanceTracker via Bluetooth. The 

PerformanceTracker help to visualize the data by updating the 

PerformanceView.  

o Each Machine should have one Sensor, the Sensor collects data on the 

performance. The data are sent to the ActivityController via Bluetooth. The 

ActivityController help to visualize the data by updating the 

PerformanceView.  

o Each Machine should have a Sensor and a BluetoothUnit, the Sensor collects 

the data which are transferred to the BluetoothUnit of the Machine. The 

BluetoothUnit of the Machine connects to the BluetoothUnit of the phone. The 

PerfromaceTracker gets the data from the BluetoothUnit of the phone and 

updates the PerformanceView.  

o Each Machine should have a Sensor and a BluetoothUnit, the Sonsor collects 

the data which are transferred to the BluetoothUnit of the Machine. The 

BluetoothUnit of the Machine connects to the BluetoothUnit of the phone. The 

ActivityController gets the data from the BluetoothUnit of the phone and 

updates the PerformanceView.  

20. The booking of a facility at the Fitness Center should be payed within 3 days, 

otherwise it will be automatically cancelled. How would you update the design to 

accommodate this change? * 

Mark only one oval. 

o The Booking entity should have a property to record the time/date of the 

booking. The recorded time/date will be used by the BookingController to 

cancel the booking in case that three days are passed without having a 

payment.  

o The Facility entity should have a PaymetTrigger which is observed by the 

FacilityController. When three days are passed without having a payment, 

then the FacilityController cancels the booking.  

o The Facility entity should have a PaymetTrigger which is observed by the 

BookingController. When three days are passed without having a payment, 

then the BookingController cancels the booking.  

o The BookingController should have a property to record the time/date of the 

booking. The recorded time/date will be used by the BookingController to 

cancel the booking in case that three days are passed without having a 

payment.  
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21. The Fitness Center has a Doctor. The doctor, who could be also a member, 

receives the performance data of the members on a weekly basis. Based on the 

performance data and when it is necessary, the doctor sends warnings/notifications to 

the members via email. How would you update the design to accommodate this 

change? * 

Mark only one oval. 

o A Doctor entity is needed and should extend the Member entity. This entity 

receives the performance data of the members via the PerformanceView on a 

weekly basis. The Doctor entity should have one method: notifyMembers() in 

order to send warnings.  

o A Doctor entity is needed and should extend the Member entity. The Doctor 

entity should have two methods: getPerformaceData() and notifyMembers().  

o A Doctor entity is needed. This entity should be connected to the 

PerformanceViewer. The PerformanceViewer should have one method: 

sendPerformanceData(). The Doctor entity should have one methods: 

notifyMembers().  

o A Doctor entity is needed and should extend the Member entity. This entity 

receives the performance data of the members via the PerformanceTracker on 

a weekly basis. The Doctor entity should have one methods: notifyMembers().  

 


